
Keilhauer launches latest textile card and 5 Clicks partnership with Momentum 
Group 

Introducing a new collection of versatile, sustainable textiles 

 

March 30, 2022 (Toronto) – Announced today, Keilhauer and Momentum Group have 
partnered once again to launch a new textile card, offering a selection of 12 industry leading 
patterns in four high-performing fabrics: Clean Vinyl, Silica, EPU and Crypton® Green. This card 
is a blend of woven and coated fabrics, available in a color palette of calming blues, greys and 
blacks. 

Momentum is a leading supplier of sustainable contract textiles, and a frequent textile card 
collaborator of Keilhauer’s. Their shared passion for environmentally-conscious products that 
improve our planet and enhance our designs has resulted in a valuable 15+ year partnership 
that continuously provides upholstery options that remain current and easily adaptable to any 
design environment.  

The Sustainable Performance card is a three-panel card combining four innovative textile 
categories. While previous Keilhauer-Momentum textile cards have focused more on the 
commercial corporate markets, all fabrics included in this latest collaboration provide 
sustainable, cleanable and high-performing solutions relevant for all spaces, from workplace 
and healthcare, to education and hospitality. This carefully-considered collection provides 
protection for furniture products as well as great design.  

 



All Momentum fabrics are made with recycled or natural fibers, and all of their products are 
GREENGUARD certified. Each of the textiles within this partner card has been proactively 
reviewed to meet Keilhauer’s product requirements and can be placed on all upholstered 
products. 

In addition to the launch of their latest textile card, March 30 also marks Keilhauer joining 
Momentum’s 5 Clicks program - a tool that links Momentum’s pre-approval and grade-in 
information to real-time inventory data in just five quick steps. The first and only of its kind in the 
contract textiles industry, 5 Clicks allows Keilhauer customers to circumvent the time-consuming 
process of verifying grade-in and pre-approval through multiple channels, and safeguards 
against specifying a product that is not in stock. Keilhauer’s Momentum textiles are now 
searchable on 5 Clicks, available to use at memosamples.com.   

About Momentum Textiles & Wallcovering  

Momentum Textiles & Wallcovering is the largest supplier of contract textiles and wallcoverings 
to the commercial interiors industry. Its mission is to create textiles and wallcoverings that 
inspire and equip customers to execute great work for their clients. Momentum is recognized for 
sustainable product design and collaborations with renowned artists and designers. Momentum 
is a recipient of the 2016 Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award, the nation’s highest 
presidential honor for performance excellence. Momentum is committed to sustainable 
excellence through innovation and continuous improvement.  

About Keilhauer 

Founded in 1981, Keilhauer is a privately owned, design focused contract furniture 
manufacturer. Keilhauer manufactures seating and tables that makes work more comfortable for 
all. Keilhauer products are thoughtfully made to support communication and engagement in 
spaces such as meeting rooms, collaboration areas, lobbies and lunchrooms. Working with 
world-renowned furniture designers and textile mills, Keilhauer is internationally recognized for 
award-winning design, built with extreme craftsmanship, to the highest environmental 
standards. For more information, please visit keilhauer.com.  
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